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EXPERIENCE PEACE OF MIND, NATURALLY!

This soothing Ayurvedic self-care gift box is a token of our commitment to simplify IP-related 

matters for you. It’s so calming to know that your intellectual property is in the safe and sure 

hands of RK Dewan.



REJUVENATING  EXPERTISE

RK Dewan’s experienced and delicate handling of IP-related nuances is as invigorating as the 

fragrances set off by these scented candles.



THE NEW INDIAN STANDARD TIME

RK Dewan redefines ‘Indian Standard Time’ by always keeping their commitments and delivering 

on time. Their punctuality comes as a pleasant surprise in a culture where running late is the 

established standard. These Indian clock designs say what we mean – RK Dewan works round the 

clock for clients.



THE ‘REST’ IS UP TO YOU

RK Dewan’s vigilance of your intellectual property is the driving force behind the integrity of your 

brand, business or ideas, in competitive markets. These uniquely-shaped Indian car cushions are 

as much a source of joy and comfort as RK Dewan’s professional IP services.



HOLD THAT PAGE

At RK Dewan, we ensure that we protect and defend your intellectual property successfully by 

poring over law books, magazines and cases. These Indian-design bookmarks are a promise that 

we will stay on the cutting-edge of knowledge and stay updated, to provide our best service to 

you, at all times.



THE COFFEE’S ON US!

Brewed a new idea? Got copyrights on your mind? Drop in at any of the RK Dewan offices and 

let’s discuss it over a cup of coffee.



REAL CHARACTERS

Inventions come in many forms and from all types of characters. Let these adorable bobble 

heads from RK Dewan remind you that our firm offers a wide and varied range of services to 

keep your ideas safe from infringement.



SO ATTRACTIVE

RK Dewan is a powerhouse, providing a one-stop solution for all verticals of IP. Clients resonate 

with their Indian values of integrity and mutual respect. These Indian-ishtyle magnets are 

symbolic of the firm’s attractive Indian qualities.



SCRIBBLE DOODLE-DO

Every creator needs a blank canvas. Start drawing up your thoughts in your special India 

notebook. You can be sure that RK Dewan will safeguard your intellectual property in any form, 

from scribbled notes to full-fledged executions.



FLOORED

IP and Copyright Laws are the foundation on which you build your reputation and safeguard your 

creations. These rugs and throws are a fond reminder of RK Dewan’s 76 years of experience in 

comforting clients on IP matters by building  watertight foundations for their creations.



KEY INTO IP

Wherever you roam, in whichever country you create your ground-breaking ideas, 

RK Dewan’s India team protects your intellectual property. Keep India close to your heart with 

India-centric mousepads and keychains.



THANK YOU


